
TENT BODY / TENT RAIN FLY / POLES (2) /  GUYLINES (2) /  STAKES / PEGS (12) / REPAIR KIT

Before staking out
the ends of the
TENT BODY, assemble
the 2 POLES and insert
them into the sleeves
& grommets.

Choose a site that is
relatively flat, safe 
from flooding and
free of overhanging
branches and other 
threats like Wasp or 
Bee Hives.

Clear the tent site of
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

Ensure the tent is
completely dry 
before storing away
in a dry location.

All Kelly Kettle Tents are covered by limited 1 year manufacturer’s warranty. Please visit our website.

KELLYKETTLEUSA.COM

Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water and
mild soap (no
detergents).

Now stretch and
stake down the
ends. The TENT
BODY will stand up
and take its finished
shape.

Roll out the TENT
BODY and separate
the TENT RAIN FLY.

Stake the doors on 
each side to create
vestibules and stake
the GUYLINES at
either end.

Cover with the TENT
RAIN FLY and secure
via the 6 buckles
(4 narrow end,
2 wide end).
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TENT BODY / TENT RAIN FLY / POLES (2) /  GUYLINES (2) /  STAKES / PEGS (12) / REPAIR KIT

Before staking out
the ends of the
TENT BODY, assemble
the 2 POLES and insert
them into the sleeves
& grommets.

Choose a site that is
relatively flat, safe 
from flooding and
free of overhanging
branches and other 
threats like Wasp or 
Bee Hives.

Clear the tent site of
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

Ensure the tent is
completely dry 
before storing away
in a dry location.

All Kelly Kettle Tents are covered by limited 1 year manufacturer’s warranty. Please visit our website.
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Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water and
mild soap (no
detergents).

Now stretch and
stake down the
ends. The TENT
BODY will stand up
and take its finished
shape.

Roll out the TENT
BODY and separate
the TENT RAIN FLY.

Stake the doors on 
each side to create
vestibules and stake
the GUYLINES at
either end.

Cover with the TENT
RAIN FLY and secure
via the 6 buckles
(4 narrow end,
2 wide end).
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Spread out the 
TENT RAIN FLY to
be pitched first.
Identify the door
which will be to 
the front.

Assemble the
long poles and
short pole.

Insert the long poles
into the sleeves to
form an ‘X’ shape
running corner to 
opposite corner.
Insert the shorter
pole into the sleeve
across the front.

Insert the end of the
poles into the 
respective grommets
and the tent will rise
and take shape

Insert ground
sheet if required
to vestibule using
loop and toggle
system.

Stake out the door to create the
front vestibule. Stake around the
TENT RAIN FLY and stake
out the GUYLINES. Open the
vents at the top to allow for
ventilation.

Suspend INNER
TENT using loop
and toggle
hanging system.

Bring INNER TENT in under the
TENT RAIN FLY. Identify front
door of INNER TENT so that it will
be facing the opening of the
TENT RAIN FLY. Connect buckles
at the 4 corners of the INNER
TENT, with matching ones on the
TENT RAIN FLY.

Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water and
mild soap (no 
detergents).

Ensure the tent is
completely dry 
before storing away
in a dry location.

Choose a site that is 
relatively flat, safe
from flooding and free
of overhanging
branches and other
threats like Wasp or
Bee HIves.

Clear the tent site of 
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

TENT BODY / TENT RAIN FLY / POLES (3) /  GUYLINES (6) /  STAKES / PEGS (16)
GROUND SHEET FOR VESTIBULE / REPAIR KIT
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       Spread out the
       TENT RAIN FLY to
be pitched first. 
Identify the large front
door and face it in the
required direction.
Assemble and insert
the 3 LARGE POLES 
into their corresponding
color coded sleeves.
The sleeve ends are
color coded Black.
Yellow & Grey (front
front to back).

       Loosely stake down the back of the TENT
       (opposite end to the large front door) in a
couple of positions. This will help later with
assembly. Secure the ends of the POLES in 
position by placing them over their respective
pins. Inserting the second end of the POLE
requires a little strength. At this stage,
everything is still flat on the ground.

       This step is easier with 2 people. Lift and pull on the front of
       the TENT RAIN FLY. The TENT will rise up and start to take
shape. Walk the poles forward (away from the loosely staked
end) toward the front of the TENT to stretch the fly out. Once
happy with the Tunnel shape, stake down securely all around.

Insert & secure the small POLE in the sleeve
above the front door to create the CANOPY. 

       Install
       the
INNER TENT
BODY
(sleeping
area) using 
the toggle
and ring clip
hanging
system.
Identify the large front doors of the
INNER TENT so that they are facing
the vestibule. Attach the 2 red
toggles on the INNER TENT to the 2
red rings on the RAIN FLY. This
centers the INNER TENT correctly.

Stake any remaining 
GUYLINES.

Attach clips to
the side POLES

       Secure the INNER
       TENT floor at
each corner using the
4 plastic hooks.
Connect 2 hooks at
the rear to the 2
rings on the TENT
RAIN FLY. Connect 2
hooks at the front to 
the metal rings which
support the poles.
Complete suspending
the INNER TENT.

       Insert GROUND
       SHEET to 
vestibule and secure
at the 4 corners
using either the
plastic hooks, or the
toggle & ring
system.

Choose a site that is
relatively flat, safe 
from flooding and free
of overhanging 
branches and other
threats like Wasp or
Bee Hives.

Clear the tent site of
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water
and mild soap (no
detergents).

Ensure the tent is
completely dry
before storing away
in a dry location.

All Kelly Kettle Tents are covered by limited 1 year manufacturer’s warranty. Please visit our website.

KELLYKETTLEUSA.COM

INNER TENT BODY / TENT RAIN FLY / POLES FOR RAIN FLY (3 large with color coded ends)
POLES FOR CANOPY (1) /  GUYLINES (13) / STAKES / PEGS (25+) / GROUND SHEET FOR
VESTIBULE / REPAIR KIT
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Spread out the TENT
RAIN FLY to be pitched
first. Assemble the 4
POLES and insert them
into the grey sleeves
which are located each
side of the doors. The
doors (2) are located in
the center of the tent.

Loosely stake down 
a GUYLINE at each
end of the TENT
RAIN FLY. This will 
help with the 
assembly.

The TENT RAIN
FLY will rise and
take shape once
the pins are
inserted. Stake
down RAIN FLY
and GUYLINES.

Bring first TENT BODY in
under the TENT RAIN FLY
and commence 
installation of the first
sleeping area. Identify
front door of TENT so
that it will be facing the
center vestibule.
Connect the matching
buckles on the fly and
TENT BODY at 4 
corners.

Insert GROUND
SHEET (if
required) to
vestibule and
stake down.

If canopy is required, 
assemble POLES, 
insert into grommet
in door and secure
using GUYLINES.

Secure the ends of
the POLES in position
by placing them over
their respective pins.
Inserting the pins at
each end may
require a little 
strength.

Choose a site that is
relatively flat, safe 
from flooding and free
of overhanging
branches and other
threats like Wasp or
Bee Hives.

Clear the tent site of 
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

Suspend TENT 
using ring and 
toggle hanging 
system. Yellow
Toggle to Yellow
Ring, etc. Repeat
with second TENT
BODY at opposite
end.

Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water and
mild soap (no
detergents).

Ensure the tent is
completely dry
before storing away
in a dry location. 
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Spread out the
TENT BODY.
Identify the front
opening and locate
the relevant pole
sleeves.

Insert the long pole
across the TENT
perpendicular to the
2 shorter POLES.
This long POLE 
must cross over the
top of the short
POLES.

Insert the long pole
into the webbed
pockets at either
end. Lift and arch the
middle of the POLE to
allow the TENT to
take shape. Insert
the shorter POLES into
their webbed pockets
at each end.

If required, 
close up the
front using the 
2 siimple loop
connectors.

Assemble 3 POLES
(2 short and 1 long).

Insert the 2 short
POLES (parallel
to  each other) 
through the sleeves
running front 
to back.

Choose a site that is
relatively flat, safe
from flooding and free
of overhanging
branches and other
threats like Wasp or
Bee Hives.

Clear the tent site of
rocks, pebbles & fallen
branches to create a
smooth bed.

Clean your tent by
hand washing only
with warm water and
mild soap (no
detergents).

Ensure the tent is
completely dry
before storing away
in a dry location.
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